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1. Player feedback 

2. Alphas, Betas or ‘Early Access’ 

3. Player councils 

4. Published design documents 

5. Straw polls 

6. Commission-level polls

7. Community ingame choices 

8. Release Schedule Survey 

9. ‘Design-an-XXX’ competition 

10. Suggestions Forum 

11. Runelabs

Crowdsourcing Methods



Exhaustive Polling



Occasional Polling



Exhaustive polling

• Casting players as protectors

Occasional polling

• Building investment in content

Poll Outlines



Put it in-game

Show visible real-time results

Allow a change of mind

Understand what loads a question, including:

• Reward

• Brevity

• Player demographics

Good Poll Practice



“All updates should be polled”

Players do not instinctively value or understand everything

Expensive

Team perceives a reduction in creativity

Poll Flaws



More chatter

Increased retention, DAU on launch

Players are protectors

Players feel safer

Players more aware of each other

‘Indie’ feel

Poll Benefits



Understand tension of poll systems:

• Players want to vote on everything

• Players do not value everything

Strong engagement and retention 

Cultural shift

Poll Takeaways



Published Design Docs



Choose update wisely

Be confident in the update

Focus on flow of user experience

Add reasoning

Understand level of detail

Video and text

Good Design Doc Practice



Huge intensity of work

Delays development

Up-front design

Potential negative impact on your current content

Do not expect:

• Creative feedback

• A full deck of lenses

Design Doc Flaws



More participation than you’d think

Valuable feedback

More realistic player understanding of content creation

Release day is awesome:

• Smaller expectation gap

• Reduced orientation

• Reduced chance of post-launch issues

• Directs conversation where you want it

Design Doc Benefits



Expensive and time-consuming

Suits limited range of projects

Positive spotlight on your content

Improves relationship between you and your players

Release day is stress-free (kind of)

Design Doc Takeaways



Fully Crowdsourced Game Design

STEP 1 STEP 2 STEP 3 STEP 4 STEP 5



Runelabs



Bring it ingame

Ensure fair and dynamic trending algorithms

Set acceptance criteria

Good Runelabs Practice



Limited engagement:

• Submitting

• Upvoting

Appeals to specific subset

Generates specific ideas

• Fixes or improvements

• Sequels

• Fan fiction

Runelabs Flaws



Improves your understanding of your players

• What they value/don’t value

• What ideas they generate/don’t generate

No more “we could have done that better”

Runelabs Benefits



Core players not interested in designing their game

Creates tension:

• Small minority creating content

• For a majority that doesn’t want it

Valuable ideas generated

Look to harness those ideas, maybe by other means

Runelabs Takeaways



1. Player feedback 

2. Alphas, Betas or ‘Early Access’ 

3. Player councils 

4. Published design documents 

5. Straw polls 

6. Commission-level polls

7. Community ingame choices 

8. Release Schedule Survey 

9. ‘Design-an-XXX’ competition 

10. Suggestions Forum 

11. Runelabs

Crowdsourcing Methods



Release Schedule Survey



Runelabs: Harnesses creative players

Runelabs: Ensures a broad range of ideas

Docs: Understand expectations

Docs: Lowers cost as opposed to design doc

Polls: Increases engagement and player impact

Polls: More malleable contract with the players

Release Schedule Survey



Crowdsourcing of game design:

• Limited number interested

• Limited shape of ideas

Could it be done?...

Perhaps, with a game built around the concept

But we would be trying to solve a problem that isn’t there

Takeaways



Bringing players into process

• More conversation – sine wave to constant

• Greater engagement

• Greater retention

• Focused release day

Cultural shift in relationship with our player base:

• They understand the community 

• They understand design difficulties

Takeaways
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